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ABSTRACT: This review paper is all about how important it is to use smart technology to keep kids safe on social media while helping them learn better. By adding things like better controls for parents, filters that stop bad stuff, and tools that check how kids are feeling, we can make sure they don't run into anything harmful online. In today's world where kids spend a lot of time online, it's super important to make sure they're safe. If social media platforms start using cool new tech like biometric sensors and wearable gadgets, they can create safer spaces for kids to have fun and learn. This paper also talks about why we need to do things ahead of time to deal with problems like spending too much time on screens or seeing things that might not be right for us. By giving practical ideas for researchers, people who make rules, and companies, this paper wants to make sure kids can enjoy the good parts of social media without any worries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kids today are growing up with social media all around them. It can be good, like learning but also not so good, like spending too much time online or seeing things that might not be right for them. In figure 1, it is showing the feedback loop between the person, sensor, and processor to help provide biofeedback training.

This study aims to describe the importance of response to kid's exposure to social media, we can add features to help address the potential downsides while still making it a valuable learning tool. The study is conducted in Porbandar at Gujarat State, India. Country One key feature could be better controls for parents, letting them limit how much time their kids spend online and block inappropriate content. We can also use smart technology to automatically filter out things that are suitable for kids.

The research aims to develop an effective recommendation system that provides smart technology to filter automatically. Which is Biometric feedback can provide valuable insights into psychological states and behavioural patterns. Researchers can use this data to study emotions, attention, decision-making processes, and other aspects of human behavior in diverse contexts, such as social interactions, learning environments, or consumer preferences. These things that are suitable for kids.

Figure 1: Feedback loop between the person, sensor, and processor [4]
Before we dive into the results of our study on social media use among kids and teens, let’s set the stage. Social media has become a big part of our lives, especially for young people. We wanted to understand how much time they spend on social media and how often they use it. So, we talked to 33 kids and teenagers between the ages of 5 and 25. Now, let’s see what we found out.

The model working based on different types of filtering methods[5]. To better understand the scope of social media usage among children, we examine a recent study conducted by us. This study surveyed 33 children and teenagers aged 5 to 25 years and found that 30.3% to 54.5% of them reported using social media platforms daily, with an average screen time of 30 minutes to up to 1-30 hours per day and we also examine that how many peoples agree with our questions of examine questions like Is social media affect human beings' mental health? Does social media affect human beings' mental health? Figure 2 is showing the graphical representation of social media usage by Age. Figure 3 is showing the graphical representation of social media usage among children based on our study. Figure 4 is showing the graphical representation for children use phone or social media is good for future or not and figure 5 is showing the graphical representation of social media usage and perceptions on mental health impact based on our study.

Here, we all know social media is everywhere, right? It's cool to learn stuff, but sometimes kids see things they shouldn't. So, we're checking out how we can use some gadgets and smart tech to make social media safer for them[7].

A. Understanding Child Behavior through Biometric Feedback

We've got these cool sensors that can tell us how kids are feeling when they're using social media. Are they happy, sad, or stressed? These sensors help us understand what's going on in their brain.[8]

B. Proactive Content Moderation with Automated Filtering

Imagine if we had a robot friend who could spot bad stuff on social media and block it before kids see it. That's what we're talking about here. Using smart technology to keep the yucky stuff away, That's the idea here! We're using smart technology to keep the bad stuff out of sight.

C. Time-Based Content Control

Here we will create about setting time limits to keep kids safe online. Instead of just blocking bad stuff, we also control when they can see things. So, when it's late or they're not supervised, we stop them from accessing anything inappropriate. It's like having a digital babysitter that watches the clock to protect kids online.

D. Towards a Safer Digital Future

In an objective to achieve higher accuracy for[9] more secure and positive online environment, particularly for children. It involves advancements in technology, education, regulations, and collaborative partnerships to protect users from online threats and promote responsible digital citizenship. By investing in better tools, educating users, establishing regulations, enhancing digital literacy, and fostering collaboration, we aim to build a safer and more inclusive digital world for generations to come.

We can look into making better computer programs that can automatically stop and block bad stuff online before kids see it. Also, we should study how setting time limits for when kids can go online affects their behavior. And we need to think about whether it's okay to use special sensors to see how kids feel when they're online, and if it's private enough.

By doing these studies, we hope to make the internet safer for kids by stopping bad stuff from getting to them, controlling when they can go online, and making sure their feelings are respected.
In addition, we aim to collaborate with experts in technology, education, and child psychology to ensure our efforts promote a positive and secure online environment for children.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The paper titled "A Human-is-the-Loop Approach for Semi-Automated Content Moderation" proposes a methodological framework for content moderation that integrates human oversight with machine learning algorithms. Authored by Link, Hellingrath, and Ling, the study aims to address challenges in disaster management and social media analysis. Despite its innovative approach, the paper lacks specific details on key findings, limiting the depth of understanding regarding the effectiveness and practical implications of the proposed approach. Moreover, the absence of cited sources hinders the ability to assess the scholarly foundation and contextual relevance of the research. Consequently, while the concept of human-in-the-loop content moderation presents promising potential, the paper's limitations underscore the need for further empirical validation and comprehensive analysis within the field. [10]

The study titled "A Safer YouTube Kids: An Extra Layer of Content Filtering Using Automated Multimodal Analysis," authored by Alghowinem in 2018, addresses the critical issue of child safety in digital environments. Through the application of content analyses, video analysis, and audio analysis methodologies, the research aims to enhance the safety measures implemented within the YouTube Kids platform. Despite its objective and methodological approach outlined, the paper does not provide specific key findings, thereby limiting insights into the effectiveness and implications of the proposed content filtering approach. Additionally, the absence of cited sources makes it challenging to evaluate the scholarly context and credibility of the study. Consequently, while the paper contributes to the discourse on child safety in online spaces, further research and empirical validation are necessary to ascertain the efficacy and practicality of the proposed content filtering system. [11]

The research titled "A Study on Using Biometric Sensors for Monitoring User Emotions in Educational Games," authored by Conati, Chabbai, and Malaren, explores the application of biometric sensors in monitoring user emotions within the context of educational games. However, the specific objective and methodology of the study are not specified. Furthermore, key findings and sources are also absent, which limits the understanding of the research's outcomes and the scholarly foundation upon which it is built. As a result, while the potential implications of using biometric sensors for emotion monitoring in educational games are intriguing, the lack of detailed information regarding the study's objectives, methodology, findings, and sources underscores the need for further clarity and empirical validation within the field. [12]

The paper titled "Algorithmic Content Moderation: Technical and Political Challenges in the Automation of Platform Governance," authored by Gorwa, Binns, and Katzenbach in 2020, delves into the intricate landscape of governance, content moderation, and algorithms within online platforms. Focused on exploring the technical and political challenges associated with the automation of platform governance, the study utilizes methodologies related to toxic speech and copyright. However, specific key findings are not specified in the paper. Additionally, the source of the paper is noted as "Big Data and Society," indicating its publication venue. Despite the absence of explicit findings, the paper contributes to the discourse on the complexities surrounding algorithmic content moderation, emphasizing the need for further research and nuanced approaches to address these multifaceted challenges effectively. [13]

In the year 2018 systematic review titled "Biofeedback for Everyday Stress Management," Yu, Funk, Hu, Wang, and Feijs explore the application of biofeedback techniques in stress management, relaxation, and human-computer interaction. Utilizing methodologies centered around biofeedback and physiological computing, the study aims to investigate the effectiveness and implications of biofeedback for stress reduction in everyday life. However, specific key findings from the review are not specified. The paper is published in "Frontiers in ICT," indicating its publication venue within the field of information and communication technology. Despite the absence of explicit findings, the systematic review contributes to the understanding of biofeedback's potential role in stress management and human-computer interaction, highlighting avenues for further research and application in real-world contexts. [4]

In the Year 2023 paper titled "Effects of Excessive Screen Time on Child Development: An Updated Review and Strategies for Management," Muppalla, Vuppalapati, Pulliahagaru, and Sreenivasulu delve into the impacts of prolonged screen exposure on child development. With a focus on addressing developmental and behavioral delays, the study aims to provide insights into effective management strategies for mitigating the negative consequences of excessive screen time among children. The methodology employed involves assessing screen exposure time and its correlation with language development. While specific key findings from the review are not outlined, the paper is published in Cureus, indicating its dissemination within the medical and healthcare community. Despite the absence of explicit findings, the research underscores the importance of understanding and addressing the implications of excessive screen time on child development, offering valuable insights for both parents and healthcare professionals in developing effective management.[14]

The study titled "Emotion Detection Using Noninvasive Low-Cost Sensors" authored by Giradi, Lanubile, and Novielli aims to explore the utilization of noninvasive low-cost sensors for emotion detection purposes. However, the specific objective and methodology of the study are not specified. Similarly, key findings from the research are not outlined, and neither are the sources referenced. Despite the lack of explicit details, the paper likely contributes to the growing body of literature on emotion detection technology, particularly focusing on the potential of affordable and noninvasive sensor technologies. Further elaboration on the study's objectives, methodologies, findings, and sources would provide valuable insights into its contributions to the field of emotion detection research.[8]
In year 2019 review titled "Pattern Mining Approaches Used in Sensor-Based Biometric Recognition," Chaki, Dey, Shi, and Sherratt delve into the utilization of pattern mining techniques within sensor-based biometric recognition systems. With a primary objective centered around biometrics, the study aims to explore various methodologies employed in pattern mining and recognition within this domain. However, specific key findings from the review are not specified. The paper is published in the IEEE Sensors Journal, indicating its dissemination within the field of sensor technology and biometrics. Despite the absence of explicit findings, the research likely provides valuable insights into the application of pattern mining approaches in enhancing sensor-based biometric recognition systems, offering potential avenues for further research and development in the field. [15]

The 2016 paper titled "The Psychological Response to Injury in Student Athletes: A Narrative Review with a Focus on Mental Health," authored by Putukian, delves into the psychological reactions observed in student athletes following injuries, particularly emphasizing mental health considerations. Although the specific objective and methodology of the review are not explicitly stated, it likely involves a qualitative synthesis of existing literature and research findings in the field. Despite the absence of explicitly outlined key findings, the paper contributes to the understanding of the psychological challenges faced by student-athletes during injury recovery, underscoring the importance of addressing mental health aspects within sports medicine and athlete rehabilitation practices. Published in the British Journal of Sports Medicine, the paper provides valuable insights into the psychological dimensions of sports injuries, offering potential avenues for further research and intervention strategies to support the mental well-being of student-athletes. [16]

In the 2016 study titled "The Roles of General and Technology-Related Parenting in Managing Youth Screen Time," authored by Sanders, Parent, Forehand, and Breslend, the focus lies on exploring the influence of both general parenting practices and technology-related parenting strategies in the management of youth screen time and media usage. While the specific objectives and methodologies of the study are not detailed, it likely involves an investigation into the relationship between parenting approaches and youth screen time behaviors, employing both general parenting principles and specific technology-related parenting strategies. Despite the absence of explicitly outlined key findings, the paper contributes to understanding the dynamics between parental influences and youth screen time habits, shedding light on potential avenues for effective parental guidance in managing technology use among young individuals. Published in the Journal of Family Psychology, the study provides insights that may inform the development of interventions and support programs aimed at promoting healthy screen time habits within families. [17]

In the study titled "Understanding and Improving Automated Collaborative Filtering Systems" authored by Herlocker, the focus revolves around the comprehension and enhancement of automated collaborative filtering systems. While the specific year of publication is not specified, the study aims to investigate information filtering and machine learning within the context of automated collaborative filtering methodologies. Despite the absence of explicitly outlined key findings, the research likely delves into the algorithms, techniques, and mechanisms involved in automated collaborative filtering systems, to improve their efficiency and effectiveness in recommending relevant information to users. However, without specified sources, it is challenging to gauge the scholarly context and credibility of the study. Nonetheless, the research contributes to advancing understanding in the field of information filtering and collaborative filtering systems, offering potential insights for optimizing recommendation algorithms and enhancing user experiences in various domains. [18]

In the 2022 paper titled "A New Model for a Secure Social Media Application," authored by Riad and Elhoseny, the primary objective centers around proposing a novel model for a secure social media application, with a particular focus on leveraging the artificial fish swarm algorithm within the realm of cybersecurity. The methodology employed in the study revolves around addressing cyberbullying, likely involving the development and implementation of algorithms or mechanisms aimed at detecting and mitigating instances of cyberbullying within social media platforms. Although specific key findings are not specified, the paper contributes to advancing research in cybersecurity and social media application development, particularly emphasizing the importance of integrating innovative algorithms and strategies to enhance security and user safety in online environments. Published in Applied Sciences (Switzerland), the paper likely provides insights and potential solutions for addressing cybersecurity challenges within social media platforms, paving the way for the development of more secure and resilient online communication channels. [23]

In the 2023 paper titled "Cybersecurity for Children: An Investigation into the Application of Social Media," authored by Chang, Golightly, Xu, and Boonmee, the primary objective is to explore the intersection of social media and cybersecurity concerning children. The study focuses on investigating cybersecurity issues specific to children's usage of social media platforms. The methodology employed involves examining aspects related to privacy and consumer behavior within the context of children's interaction with social media. Although specific key findings are not specified, the paper likely sheds light on the various cybersecurity challenges children face in the online environment and explores potential strategies to address these challenges effectively. Published in Enterprise Information Systems, the paper contributes to advancing understanding in the field of cybersecurity for children, offering insights that may inform the development of policies, guidelines, and technologies aimed at enhancing children's safety and security in digital spaces. [24]

In the 2016 paper titled "Online Tracking: A 1-Million-Site Measurement and Analysis," authored by Englehardt and Narayanan, the specific objective and methodology are not specified. However, the paper likely entails a comprehensive measurement and analysis of online tracking practices across a vast dataset comprising one million websites. While specific key findings are not outlined, the research likely provides insights into the
prevalence, mechanisms, and implications of online tracking across a diverse range of websites. Published in the Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security, the paper likely contributes to advancing understanding of online privacy and security issues, offering potential implications for policymakers, industry stakeholders, and users concerned with online tracking practices and their implications for user privacy and security.[23]

III. RESULTS

In this review, we investigated the role of automated content filtering and biometric feedback in creating a secure social media environment for kids. Here, we summarize our findings based on a survey conducted among 33 children and teenagers aged 5 to 25 years. The study aimed to understand social media usage patterns, the impact on mental health, and the potential benefits of incorporating advanced technologies to enhance online safety for children.

Social Media Usage Patterns
- Daily Usage: 30.3% to 54.5% of the surveyed participants reported daily use of social media platforms.
- Screen Time: The average screen time ranged from 30 minutes to 1-2 hours per day.

Perceptions on Mental Health Impact
- A significant proportion of respondents agreed that social media affects mental health, highlighting concerns over exposure to inappropriate content and excessive screen time.

Parental Controls and Automated Filtering
- The implementation of better parental controls was seen as crucial. Parents expressed a need for tools to limit screen time and block inappropriate content effectively.
- The concept of automated content filtering using AI was positively received. This technology could preemptively block harmful content, ensuring a safer online environment for kids.

Biometric Feedback and Psychological Responses
The use of biometric sensors to monitor children's emotional responses while using social media showed promise. These sensors could help in understanding and managing the psychological impact of social media usage on children.

Time-Based Content Control
- Setting time limits for social media usage was identified as an effective strategy to ensure children have a healthy balance between online and offline activities.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study of our review, we've looked at covering a lot of different areas, from keeping kids safe online to understanding how technology affects our feelings and actions. Some of the research is about finding ways to stop bad stuff from being shown online, while other studies are about how much time kids spend staring at screens and what that does to them. There's also research on new gadgets, like using special sensors to track how people are feeling and helping them relax. And there's even research on making websites and apps better and safer for everyone. Now, let's talk about making a new app for booking flights on your phone, using what we learned from all these studies and we will create a Biometric Feedback Processor or Biofeedback Integration System that can help children to use safely social media.

V. CONCLUSION

Our review suggests that leveraging smart technologies, such as biometric sensors and automated content filters, can significantly enhance the safety of social media environments for children. By implementing these advanced tools, parents can effectively control their children's online exposure, ensuring a balance between digital and offline activities.

In summary, our review paper suggests using smart technology to make social media safer for kids. By using things like special sensors and automated filters, we can help parents control what their kids see online and protect them from harmful content. The researcher mainly emphasizes two types of data those are primary and secondary as a part of the research methodology[20]. This also involves setting limits on screen time to ensure kids have a healthy balance between online and offline activities. Data analysis may be done using a variety of approaches. We will address primary and secondary data in this study[21]. Future efforts should focus on the development and empirical validation of these technologies, ensuring their effectiveness and privacy. Additionally, fostering collaboration among stakeholders will be crucial in creating a safer and more positive digital world for children.

Overall, by working together and using technology wisely, we can create a better and safer online world for children. It's all about making sure kids can enjoy the good parts of the internet without any worries.
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